
great Finds
S p eci a l  S ect ion:  T h e  hom e  100

1–4

welcoming mats
More than just a place to wipe your feet, 
the doormat is also your home’s chance  
to make a good first impression. From 
playful to polished, these designs will  
elevate any entryway.

Our decOrating 
editOrs’ 100 

favOrite prOducts, 
prOjects, and 

places

1. Based on a 1920s pictogram, the graphic 
Animal doormat ($119, gnr8.biz) will make you 
smile every time you come home (also available 
in a hare shape). 2. The two-tone Coir doormat 
($24, stacksandstacks.com) resembles a Rothko, 
if the artist had worked in doorway cork instead 
of oil paint. 3. The cheerful Spots doormat 
($38, chiasso.com) will never fade, thanks to its 
eco-friendly coconut fiber. 4. Available in 25 
colors (Fern Green is shown), the woven poly-
propylene Cape Cod doormat ($50, brookstone 
.com) grabs mud and dirt, and then rinses clean 
with a blast of the garden hose.
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14 

ceiling paint
the sky may not be the limit 
when you’re choosing a paint 
color for the ceiling, but you 
can opt for something other 
than white, as long as it’s a 
pale, pleasing hue. Here are 
our favorite colors (all from 
$25 a gallon, homedepot.com/
marthastewart) for overhead. 

5. martha puts these sturdy, com-
fortable Lyon adjustable-height 
industrial stools ($85 each, 
chdist.com) along the kitchen 
island of her Bedford home.

6. With tufted leather upholstery 
and an antiqued metal base,  
the Jonathan stool (from $525, 
olystudio.com) makes kicking up 
your feet that much more cushy.

7. The Asian-inspired porcelain 
Cherry Blossom garden stool 
($295, gumps.com) does triple 
duty: It’s a side table, it’s a spare 
seat, and it’s an art piece.

8. designed in 1934 for French 
bistros, the Tolix chair ($275, 
conranusa.com) can withstand 
all kinds of abuse from rowdy  
kids and comes in four colors.

9. John derian’s hand-constructed 
Fritillaria chair ($2,460, john
derian.com) melds the old (a 
napoléon III–era design) and the 
new (eco-friendly materials).

10. The home office gets a much-
needed makeover with the leather 
and rosewood Greenwich Street 
swivel chair ($580, bernhardt
.com/marthastewartfurniture).

11. Create the nightstand of 
your dreams by choosing from 16 
colors and eight tops (natural raffia 
is shown) on the Edgartown side 
table ($1,400, oomphonline.com).

12. An adjustable height and an 
open side that lets you pull it close 
make the 1927 Eileen Gray 
side table ($550 each, dwr.com) 
a mod spot for a lamp or a cocktail.

13. Flank a sofa with a pair of shapely, 
lacquered Hourglass tables ($288 
each, bungalow5.com), and up 
the room’s glamour without sacri-
ficing much floor space.

From top:
Love-in-a-Mist re-creates the 
serenity of a clear blue sky. 

Ballet Slipper Pink reflects light 
to make everyone’s complexion 
more beautiful.

Rice Paper transforms even a 
natural-light-deprived room into 
a space that feels sunny.

Spring Melt complements a 
range of wall colors and lends an 
extra level of sophistication.

Morning Fog has just enough 
lavender to make it subtly cheer-
ful without being cloying.
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5–13 a side order of style
these stools, chairs, and side tables have everything a good supporting character needs— 

function, adaptability, and enough personality to shine—but will never upstage a room’s other stars.

We’re tweeting!
Get a glimpse behind  
the scenes and news  
on upcoming events, 
plus seasonal recipes 
and reminders at  
twitter.com/MS_Living.
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Great finds the home 100

15–18 easy embellishments
Sometimes in decorating, the quickest way to get exactly what you want is to make it yourself. 
With these simple DIy adornments, you can turn basic pillows, tablecloths, lampshades, and even jars 
into statement-making pieces, custom fit for your décor. All you need are a few basic supplies  
(including a hot-glue gun and elbow grease) and less than an hour—in some cases, only 10 minutes.

15. P i P e d  P i l low  Cut strips of fabric 
on the bias, and then sew them together, 
end to end, making a piece long enough 
to go around your pillow. Following  
the directions on the package of Wrap 
‘n Fuse piping ($6 for  3/16" by 21/5 yd., 
clover-usa.com), iron the strip onto the 
cord. pin the strip between the two pieces 
of fabric cut out for your pillow cover, 
and then sew as you usually would.

16. c h a l k b oa r d - Pai n t  j a r s  For full 
coverage, paint tins with two coats  
of chalkboard paint ($20 for four 2-oz. 
cans, domesticabode.com). For striped 
jars, mark off the desired area with mask-
ing tape, and apply two coats of paint. 
peel off tape when paint is dry. To make 
circles (or other graphic elements) on  
a jar, cut stencils for shapes from Mask-
Ease vinyl sticker (from $4.32, dickblick
.com), peel off backing, adhere, and apply 
two coats of paint to the cut-out area. 
peel sticker off jar when paint is dry.

17. r i b b o n  r U n n e r
make guidelines on the runner with a 
ruler and a disappearing-ink fabric pen. 
Following heat settings on package  
directions, iron Heat’n Bond Ultrahold 
Fuse ($5, purlsoho.com) to ribbon. 
Then iron the ribbon to the runner with 
steady, even pressure. The result will  
be permanent—and machine washable.

18. t r i M M e d  l a M P s h ad e
Arrange trim in the desired pattern on a 
flat surface. Wherever the trim overlaps 
(as with each intersection of the filigrees 
pictured), adhere it with a dot of glue 
from a hot-glue gun. Let dry. Then glue 
the design to the lampshade, dotting 
glue every few inches and pressing the 
trim down as you go.

+

+

+

+

+ +

+ +
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19–28 homekeeping 2.0
Take cleaning and maintenance to the next  
level with this specialist’s kit.

M a i n t e n a n c e

19. martha sticks EZ Glides 
($3.69 per package, ezglides 
.com) surface protectors 
on the bottoms of chair legs, 
lamps, and anything else 
that might scratch or scrape.

20. Lintless cotton gloves 
($7 for 12 pairs, bhphoto 
video.com) help you side-
step smudges when polish-
ing silver and stemware.

21. Freshen clothes and 
repel moths with cedar 
blocks ($3 for 4, woodlore

.com). When their scent 
weakens, sand them slightly 
to bring out their aroma.

22. Acid-free tissue ($10 
for 20, containerstore.com) 
keeps heirlooms, such  
as a wedding dress, and off- 
season clothes from  
discoloring in storage.

23. The Deluxe Tri-Leg 
ironing station ($70, polder
.com) is extra wide—terrific 
for tablecloths—and has an 
iron rest and a lower shelf.

Great finds the home 100

29–31 best imports
the world is at your fingertips, thanks  
to websites that let you enjoy great inter-
national design. Basicfrenchonline.com, 
manufactum.com, and muji.us deliver home 
products with distinctly charming foreign 
accents—French, German, and Japanese, 
respectively. the goods available are as 
varied as the countries they come from, but 
we love them for what they have in common: 
simplicity, practicality, and beauty.

c l e a n i n G

24. the homekeeping 
handbook ($45, martha
stewart.com) offers more 
than 700 pages of martha’s 
best cleaning secrets.

25. Microfiber cloths (from 
$10 each, ecloth.com) clean 
virtually everything from 
mirrors to stainless steel 
with just water, saving  
time, money, and the planet.

26. A contour spray bottle 
($7, containerstore.com) 
with volume scales and  
a wide mouth is a must  
for mixing homemade  
all-purpose cleansers.

27. This 13-quart stainless 
steel milking pail ($55, 
homesteadersupply.com) 
is martha’s favorite all-
around cleaning bucket. 
Seamless construction 
means it won’t trap gunk.

28. With sturdy natural bris-
tles, this scrub brush ($15, 
caldrea.com) makes short 
work of tough messes.
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29. Enamel thermometers (from 
$22 each, basicfrenchonline 
.com, in 8 colors) will raise your 
spirits, even if it’s 10 below.

30. This hand-cranked iron 
doorbell ($33.75, manufactum
.com), originally designed as 
a corridor bell for German flats, 
makes a ringing endorsement  
for any home.

31. designed to stack, the 
PP Make Box (from $3.50, muji
.us) has as many uses as you 
have little things to organize.
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41–43

art for everyone
41. every room deserves great 
art, no matter what your  
taste or budget. the New York 
Public Library (digitalgallery
.nypl.org) has centuries’ worth 
of affordable prints, from 
16th-century botanicals to 20th-
century fashion illustrations. 
42. the Smithsonian’s prints 
(smithsonianimages.si.edu) 
focus on American history and 
landscapes. 43. Eric Beare 
(ebeare.com), in addition to 
custom work (such as the 
paintings in “Home at Last,” 
page 136), creates decorative 
art, above, inspired by nature.

44–46 tech 
for the home

32–40

beyond-basics bedding
these soft and sumptuous sheets, quilts, and blankets may invite a good night’s sleep,  
but their delicate patterns and textures are anything but a snooze.

P i l lowc a s e s

32. The Trousseau Leaf sheets 
by Martha Stewart ($85 for 
2 pillowcases, macys.com) feature 
intricate contrast stitching.

33. A Buddhist knot on the Gobi 
embroidered sheets ($48 for 
2 pillowcases, serenaandlily.com) 
gives z’s a Zen backdrop.

34. Bamboo-cotton 300-count 
bedding ($29 for 2 pillowcases, 
thecompanystore.com) is ultra-
soft, with a nice hit of texture.

Q U i lt s  a n d  d U v e t s

35. The subtle block print on the 
Jala Khaki duvet ($460 for 
queen-size, johnrobshaw.com) 
mixes easily with other patterns.

36. The fun, updated polka dot 
on the Henny Cirkel bedding ($15 
for twin duvet and pillowcase, 
ikea.com) is great in a kid’s room.

37. Fair warning: The plush Eileen 
Fisher Crushed Silk quilt ($348 
for queen-size, garnethill.com) 
may make it hard to get out of bed.

b l a n k e t s

38. A Glacier National Park 
blanket ($200 for queen-size, 
pendleton-usa.com) is as cozy as 
it was more than 100 years ago.

39. handmade in maine, the wool 
Winter blanket ($1,125 for queen-
size, swansislandblankets.com) 
will last a lifetime — or two.

40. The all-cotton Herringbone 
weave blanket ($300 for queen-
size, brahmsmount.com) is an 
ideal weight for Indian summer.

44. The iHandy Carpenter iphone 
app ($2, itunes.com) turns your 
phone into a surprisingly accu-
rate ruler and level. 

45. The CameraBag iphone app 
($2, itunes.com) turns out high-
quality photos from your phone.

46. Will this paint look good with 
that flooring? Find out before you 
purchase anything by using the 
Home Depot: Home Inspiration 
Tool (free, homeinspiration
.homedepot.com). It lets you see 
how various combinations will 
look executed in an entire room.
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A recent reissue of an 
iconic piece created  
by designer eva Zeisel  
in 1952, the Classic 
Century teapot ($70, 
crateandbarrel.com) 
doubles as sculpture  
between pours.

Citrus and vanilla infuse 
Prince Vladimir black  
tea ($16, us.kusmitea
.com), a blend that a 
Russian tea house has 
been making for more 
than a century.

Colorful macaroons 
($12 for 6, bouchonbakery 
.com) from chef Thomas 
Keller ’s Bouchon Bakery 
are sweet additions that 
look like decoration.

Available in three sizes, 
the porcelain Martha 
Stewart Whiteware cake 
stands (from $22 each, 
macys.com) work well 
for sandwiches and cook-
ies and can be stacked  
as your guest list  
(or appetite) grows.

make it personal with 
Strong place cards ($40 
for 10, mrsstrong.com) by 
renowned new york sta-
tioner mrs. John L. Strong. 
It offers 15 styles as well 
as a bespoke service.

Mottahedeh tin plates 
($55 for 4, william-wayne 
.com) are hardier than 
Grandma’s china but just 
as precious —and perfect 
for your younger guests.

When empty, these glass 
tea cups with porcelain 
saucers ($24 per cup and 
saucer, georgiatapert  
living.com) are sleek and 
minimalist. When filled 
with tea, they seem to 
glow like amber.

The Indian block-printed 
Fleur napkins ($80 
for 4, lesindiennesshop 
.com) bring an unexpected 
touch of the exotic, but 
the pink hue fits right 
into the mix.

Great finds the home 100

55 a modern tea party
As every little girl knows, half the fun of a tea party is setting the table. 
Our ensemble mixes traditional floral pieces with sleek porcelain and 
glass touches. Add some strong tea and good friends, and start sipping.

47. The owner of new york City’s John 
Rosselli Antiques and Decorations 

( johnrosselliantiques.com) displays 
antiques he has picked from around  

the world in lovely vignettes.

48. A Los Angeles landmark, Hollyhock 
(hollyhockinc.com) offers a covetable 

mix of 18th- and 19th-century pieces 
and new furnishings by decorator and 

shop owner Suzanne Rheinstein.

47–54  bicoastal black book
Which places are always on our decorating editors’ to-do lists?  

these New york– and Los Angeles–area shops and shows, which offer a wealth 
of great finds, are marked with multiple stars and underlines.

e a s t  c oa s t w e s t  c oa s t
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49. Wyeth (wyethome.com), in new 
york City, is a midcentury mecca,  

full of pristine streamlined sideboards 
and industrial lighting.

50. Los Angeles shop Blackman Cruz 
(blackmancruz.com) mixes pieces from 

all eras with quirky objects (Cubist 
kangaroos, ottoman empire lanterns).

51. Iron Chippendale benches and Asian 
pottery are among the highlights of  

new york decorator Bunny Williams’s 
shop, Treillage (treillageonline.com).

52. offering plants and furniture, Inner 
Gardens (innergardens.com) has 

outfitted some of Los Angeles’s most 
impressive green spaces.

53. It’s a bit out of the way, but Brimfield 
(qhma.com), held three times a year in 

massachusetts, abounds with high- 
end antiques and affordable collectibles  

that make the trek worthwhile.

54. on the third Sunday of every month, 
savvy treasure hunters flock to the Long 

Beach Outdoor Antique and Collectible 
Market (longbeachantiquemarket
.com), with more than 800 dealers.
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56–59

speedy mini makeovers
With the right accessories, you can give an old 
lamp or dresser—or a big, empty wall—a face-lift.

60. The Amadana 
alarm clock ($118, 
fitzsu.com) is sooth-
ingly minimalist and 
smartly designed;  
a button that pops  
up along the side  
lets you know when 
the alarm is set.

62. The garbage 
can is pared down to  
its essentials in the  
aluminum New Yorker 
Waster Master ($63, 
gilmorekramer.com), 
which is tough, cleans 
easily, and comes in 
three sizes.

61. martha places 
Chinook 707 fans 
($30, wttool.com) 
throughout her 
homes for their dis-
creet size, powerful 
air flow, and quiet-
ness (thanks to their 
lack of a grill).

63. It’s meant as a 
vessel for flowers, but 
the towering ceramic 
Fountain 5-tier cream 
ceramic vase ($299, 
arteriorshome.com) 
looks good even 
when holding abso-
lutely nothing.

64. Copper Bodha 
hurricane lanterns 
($32 each, upriver 
home.com) protect 
candles from being 
blown out and add 
casual elegance 
when lined up along  
a dinner table.

60–64

form and 
function
If you look at them all the time, 
why shouldn’t they look nice? 
Here are five items that bring 
a bit of beauty to waking up, 
staying cool, and even haul-
ing out the trash.

58. Switched in for old 
handles or pulls, this tex-
tured Coiled Rope knob 
($10, anthropologie.com) 
makes any plain dresser 
drawer or cabinet door more 
interesting and imparts a 
beach-house vibe.

59. Create a home for books 
and other prized objects, 
and maybe even rein in a  
little odds-and-ends clut-
ter, with the mango wood 
Renaissance shelf ($84, 
simplicitydecor.com). The 
38-inch plank is supported 
by two Victorian-inspired 
metal brackets.

5756
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56. Replacing a shade trans-
forms not just the lamp, 
but (amazingly) the whole 
room. Just Shades’s designs 
come in a slew of silhou-
ettes and colors (from top, 
Silk String empire shade, 
$78, Organza short drum 
shade, $72, and Crystal 
Pleated square pagoda, 
$120; justshadesny.com).

57. That white wall that 
stares at you blankly every 
day? Give it a sparkling  
personality, with the Leaf 
Breeze decal ($45, sticky
ups.com), a design based 
on British needlepoint.

59

58
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70–75 the go-to sites
For key pieces such as case goods, lighting, and rugs,  

make these online sources the first places you hit (or click).  
each offers a wide range of well-made options.

71. Jayson home & Garden’s 
pieces, such as the Holloway sofa 

($2,595, jaysonhomeandgarden 
.com), stand out for their elegant 
shapes and sturdy construction.

73. Gothic Cabinet Craft offers 
hundreds of solid wood pieces—

such as the Bookcase #122 (from 
$199, gothiccabinetcraft.com)—
and does custom orders, as well.

75. Rejuvenation boasts character-
rich pieces from the 1890s to the 

1960s and faithful reproductions, 
such as the Jefferson ($149, 

rejuvenation.com).

70. The Shade Store offers 
hundreds of materials to custom-

design your shade, such as 
Adventura roman shades (from 

$194, theshadestore.com).

72. horchow’s mirrors, 
such as the Pagoda mirror 
($495, horchow.com), look 

like rare antiques from a wide 
range of countries.

74. Safavieh has been around 
for almost a century, and its rugs, 

including the Martha Stewart 
Watercolor Garden ($514, safavieh 

.com), are impeccably made.

w i n d ow s U P h o l s t e r Y

M i r r o r s wo o d  f U r n i s h i n G s

r U G s l i G h t i n G

65–69 color for commitment-phobes
you may not be quite ready for a bright-yellow sofa, but there  
are plenty of less permanent ways to bring color into your home. 
Liven up every room in the house with these accent pieces,  
offered in a spectrum of hues.

65. Wolf home’s 
Madison linen sheer 
drapes ($225, wolf
home-ny.com) add 
an ethereal sweep of 
color to a room. In  
addition to offering 
ready-made curtains, 
the company creates 
custom designs, too.

66. Whatever your 
sofa is calling out for—
solid crimson or indigo, 
blue stripes or green 
check— there’s a Basic 

square pillow ($26 
each, ballarddesign 
.com) for it. They come 
in 42 colors and pat-
terns (also with mono-
gramming options). 

67. The autumnal 
colors of the brushed 
cotton Gillian throws 
($106 each, sferra 
.com) make these 
blankets a perfect 
seasonal update.

68. designed in Japan, 
Yoshii Two-Tone 
Chambray towels 
($44 each, rikumo 

.com) are ultra-absor-
bent and saturated in 
gorgeous colors.

69. The rosy image of 
these red Semikolon 
multimedia boxes 
($22 each, container 
store.com) neatly 
lined up on a shelf may 
provide just the mo-
tivation you need to 
get organized.

Great finds the home 100
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67
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69
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95 tabletop tome

designer Jasper Conran offers an 
evocative look at rural england’s 
homes and landscape in his new 
book, Country ($60, conran.com). 
you can almost feel the barn wood 
and smell the lavender as you 
flip (slowly) through its 304 pages.

81–94 bookmark it!
Some offer stellar shopping  
or daily inspiration. Others, the  
answers to your practical design 
questions. Add these decorating 
websites to your toolbar, and 
check them regularly. your home 
will thank you.

81. theselby.com (left) 
82. remodelista.com 
83. blackeiffel.blogspot.com
84. wright20.com 
85. colourlovers.com
86. annesage.com 
87. apartmenttherapy.com
88. homedesign.marthastewart.com
89. blog.mrslilien.com 
90. tmagazine.blogs.nytimes.com
91. desiretoinspire.net 
92. garancedore.fr/en
93. style-files.com 
94. citified.blogspot.com

76–80 best of catalogs
Sometimes, the greatest treasures are right under your nose (or right under a stack of mail).  

these pieces are just a call or a click away but look like one-of-a-kind finds.

76. From a catalog with a 
well-curated selection  

of furnishings and home 
accessories, the wrought- 

iron Italian Campaign 
Canopy Bed ($1,698 for 

queen-size, anthropologie 
.com) has a romantic 

1800s style, but its simple 
lines also adapt to  

more contemporary 
surroundings.

c r at e  &  b a r r e l

77. Crate & Barrel’s 
designs always have  

great proportions, and 
the Basay basket 

($60, crateandbarrel.com) 
is no exception. With  

its stout shape (21 inches 
wide and 23 inches high) 

and chunky weave, it 
handles its task as 

clutter-catcher in eye-
catching style.

w e s t  e l M

78. The retailer enlisted 
students at pratt Institute, 

a new york City design 
school, to create its new 

line of office furniture. 
one of their star pieces: 

the powder-coated steel 
and sustainable-wood 

Pratt Home Office Chair 
($149, westelm.com), 

which would pair well with 
almost any desk (or table).

h o M e  d e c o r ato r s

79. The graceful lines 
and textured-cotton 
upholstery make the 

Martha Stewart Living 
Ingrid Upholstered 
Bench ($229, home 

decorators.com) 
look pricier than it is. 

place the pretty perch at 
the foot of the bed,  

or pull it up to the table 
for extra seating.

r e s to r at i o n  h a r dwa r e

80. The new collection 
of hand-thrown pottery by 

celebrated Connecticut 
artisan Guy Wolff shows 
Restoration hardware’s 
commitment to crafts- 
manship. his Regency 
Orchid pots ($20 and 

$15 each, restoration 
hardware .com) are 

based on 19th-century 
english designs.

a n t h r o P o lo G i e

Great finds the home 100
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96

dreamers into doers: 
confetti system
It’s a testament to their passion for  
creating that Nicholas Andersen and 
Julie Ho, the founders of Confetti  
System, made their first piñatas in an 
unheated New york City basement in  
the dead of winter. “We were in our win-
ter coats, cutting confetti and gluing  
fringe,” Andersen says. “but we were so 
excited about what we were doing.”

the two friends first created their  
diamond-shaped piñatas and tasseled 
garlands as an art project. “We didn’t 
have a business plan,” Ho says. Never-
theless, they were quickly met with  
success in the world of commerce as well 
as art: A friend introduced them to United 
bamboo designers Miho Aoki and thuy 
Pham, who hired them to do an installa-
tion for a runway show. that drew the 
attention of a bergdorf Goodman buyer. 
then Urban Outfitters placed an order. 
And so on. “We’ve been incredibly lucky, 
and it just proves the saying about 
doing what you love,” Andersen says.

Andersen, who studied ceramics and 
graphic design, and Ho, who has a back-

ground in sculpture, have worked for 
Martha Stewart Living over the years. 
they met through friends and began 
collaborating after discovering they had 
a similar aesthetic. “As Asian Americans, 
we both grew up with celebrations, like 
Chinese New year, that involve a lot of 
spectacle,” Andersen says. 

they sell their collection online at 
confettisystem.bigcartel.com. And 
although they’ve upgraded to a heated 
studio, they still make each piece— 
including a line of jewelry—by hand. 
Many customers buy their piñatas to 
hang as permanent decorations. but 
Andersen and Ho hope that every one  
is broken eventually. “they explode in a 
whirlwind of confetti,” Ho says. “they 
really are most beautiful when they’re 
getting destroyed.”
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 make  
 your mark
From guest linens to  
a play house, these 
items let you put a truly 
personal stamp on all 
corners of your home.

97. In addition to 
its large canvas tote 
($148, shopiomoi 
.com), Iomoi offers 
monogrammed 
cushions, coasters, 
and letter holders  
in a range of colors 
and preppy patterns.

99. Available in sev-
eral classic designs 
or personalized with 
your own artwork, this 
old-fashioned cus-
tom embosser ($45, 
stampworx2000 
.biz) raises the grade 
on letter-writing.

98. The tablecloths, 
napkins, sheets, and 
guest towels (from 
$65 each, leontine 
linens.com) from 
Leontine Linens can 
be embroidered  
with a variety of fonts 
and flourishes.

100. Children will 
have fun doodling 
and drawing all over 
this cardboard 
house ($49, pomme
nyc.com), which 
arrives unadorned. 
Then they’ll have a 
blast playing inside it. B
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